Keynote: Norm Medeiros
Promoting Open Science Throughout
the Research Lifecycle:
The Integrative Role of Libraries
(Room: 163 B)
This presentation will showcase expanding opportunities for academic librarians in light of
changing methods and characteristics of
knowledge generation and dissemination. The
role of technical services in support of emerging
areas of librarianship will be highlighted, with
particular attention given to digital scholarship
and research data management. This latter focus
will introduce the seminal topic of the presentation, open science, and the various ways in
which academic librarians can insinuate themselves into this complex set of interrelated activities in support of faculty and student research.
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eBUG serves as a forum for
sharing information and expertise
in the use of Ex Libris and
ProQuest library technologies at
Kentucky, Tennessee, and West
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Virginia libraries.

Program
8:00-9:00 —Registration
9:00-9:15 —Welcome and Business Meeting
9:15-10:00 —Ex Libris Representative
10:00-10:30 —ELUNA Representative
10:30-10:45 —Break
10:45-12:00 —Keynote: Norm Medeiros,
Haverford College
12:00-1:00 —Lunch
1:10-200 —Concurrent Sessions A
2:10-3:00 —Concurrent Sessions B
3:10-4:00 —Closing Session
4:30 — Educational Resources Center Tour

Please sign up when you register for an
optional tour of WKU’s ERC.

Concurrent Sessions A
Functionality and Flair: Using APIs for
Alma
(Room: 163 A)
Kathryn Lybarger: Univer sity of Kentucky Libr ar ies

Alma as a web site lets us view, search, and edit our
data in a variety of ways, but what if you want to do
something slightly different? Fortunately, Ex Libris
provides API access that allows you to add specialized functionality to your Alma workflows, or even
access Alma's data through other web sites. In this
presentation I will go over the basics of APIs,
demonstrate how you can learn about and test them
using the Ex Libris Developer Network, and show
some examples of how they can be used to extend
http://digitalcommons.wku.edu/ebug_newsletter/vol2017/iss1/1
Alma's
functionality.

The
Complicated Catalog - Teaching Students
Ex Libris Bluegrass Users Group Newsletter, Vol. 2017 [2017], Art. 1
to Use One Search
(Room: 163 B)

solving process. I want to go over all the options and
give examples of how to get help, where to get help
and give help too!

Jennifer Joe: Owensbor o Campus Libr ar ian

Tweak It! A Primo Makeover for Your Users

A frequently heard complaint about One Search from
the user experience end is that it is "complicated" or
"over-whelming," but it has its positive points, too. The
key is in teaching patrons who may have never had any
experience outside of Google and traditional OPACs
how to use it. This presentation covers best practices
on how to teach One Search to new users in a thoughtful, less stressful manner using the very tools inherent
in the discovery system - and how the thought and
practice of teaching searches in One Search differs
from the traditional OPAC.

(Room: 163 B)
Holly Mills: Tennessee Technological Univer sity

Alma/Primo Management in a Post-Migration
World
(Room: 163 C)
Kate Seago and Julene Jones: Univer sity of Kentucky

While on Voyager, the University of Kentucky had a
committee dedicated to handling releases and policies
for the system. During our migration to Alma and Primo we moved to taskforces to manage the migration,
putting that committee on hold. Post-migration, we
revived the ILS Committee and updated the charge to
handle Alma/Primo releases and policies. This presentation will briefly discuss the procedures we’re using to
manage Alma and Primo releases, training, set policies,
and communicate with library staff post-migration.
We’d like to leave time for audience participation to
find out how others are managing these processes at
their institutions.

Concurrent Sessions B
Support for your Ex Libris Product(s) or What
ya gonna do-Who ya gonna call?
(Room: 163 A)
Tari Keller: Univer sity of Kentucky

Ex Libris has upped their game with support and we
have more tools than ever to speed up the problem

From colors and wording to placement and links, we
have tweaked Primo to suit our typical user. This session will outline the progress and pitfalls the librarians
and web team encountered in customizing the new
Primo UI. Come learn about what we changed, why
we changed it, and how we arrived at the best choice
for our users.

A-Z Database Discovery using Alma: Eliminate Redundancy and Simplify your Workflow
(Room: 163 C)
Travis Clamon: East Tennessee State Univer sity
Frustrated by having to maintain an A-Z databases list separately on our library website and in Alma/Primo, East Tennessee State University embarked on a goal to eliminate
redundancy by using Alma as our primary source of
metadata for eResources. This presentation will cover our
entire workflow and the issues we encountered along the
way. I'll first go over our process in Alma including MARC
record creation, electronic collection setup, and the top level collection module. Next, I'll cover our workflow in Primo
including normalization rules, scoping, and PNX display.
The last section will cover the Alma API's and how they
were used to sync our LibGuides A-Z list.

Closing Session
ELUNA 2017: The Condensed Version
(Room: 163 B)
This panel discussion will provide a wrap-up of the
2016 ELUNA Technical Seminar and Conference.
ELUNA is a great conference, and we want to share
what we learned about how Ex Libris and ProQuest
products are being used!
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